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Abstract. Performance of deep learning segmentation models is signif-
icantly challenged in its transferability across different medical imaging
domains, particularly when aiming to adapt these models to a target
domain with insufficient annotated data for effective fine-tuning. While
existing domain adaptation (DA) methods propose strategies to alleviate
this problem, these methods do not explicitly incorporate human-verified
segmentation priors, compromising the potential of a model to produce
anatomically plausible segmentations. We introduce RL4Seg, an innova-
tive reinforcement learning framework that reduces the need to otherwise
incorporate large expertly annotated datasets in the target domain, and
eliminates the need for lengthy manual human review. Using a target
dataset of 10,000 unannotated 2D echocardiographic images, RL4Seg not
only outperforms existing state-of-the-art DA methods in accuracy but
also achieves 99% anatomical validity on a subset of 220 expert-validated
subjects from the target domain. Furthermore, our framework’s reward
network offers uncertainty estimates comparable with dedicated state-of-
the-art uncertainty methods, demonstrating the utility and effectiveness
of RL4Seg in overcoming domain adaptation challenges in medical image
segmentation.

Keywords: Domain Adaptation · Reinforcement Learning · Self-supervised
· Echocardiography · Segmentation.

1 Introduction

Image segmentation using deep neural networks is accurate and reliable on many
medical applications, including 2D echocardiography [11,1]. However, knowledge
acquired from one domain (e.g. high quality segmentations on one dataset) does
not confer to easy transferability to another without fine-tuning. To this end,
domain adaptation (DA) aims to bridge the gap between datasets by limiting
(sometimes removing) the amount of annotations required on a new dataset [4].
Leveraging unlabeled data is essential for DA methods as the collection of such
data is inexpensive compared to the time needed for their labeling.
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Many methods use pseudo-labels to learn from unlabeled data on the target
domain [12]. Pseudo-labels are obtained from the predictions of a pre-trained
model on the target domain and can be used either by a second model dedi-
cated to the target domain [25] or by fine-tuning the same source model[19].
However, this may introduce inaccurate information into the training process.
Confidence based pseudo-labeling was recently introduced to handle this issue
[3,20]. These methods integrate an additional sub-network to assess the qual-
ity of the generated pseudo-labels and weight their influence during training.
Other DA techniques include image-to-image translation [7], namely matching
the distributions of images from the source to the target domain before train-
ing. However, these methods do not explicitly consider anatomical correctness,
resulting in segmentations with reasonable Dice but poor anatomical validity.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is widely used for a variety of tasks requiring an
intelligent agent. Notably, RL from human feedback (RLHF) is used in language
processing to obtain outputs aligned with human preferences [26,21,14]. Chat-
GPT is a popular example of this methodology’s success. However, applications
of RL to image segmentation remain mostly limited to accessory tasks such as
hyper-parameter tuning or region of interest detection [6].

In this paper, we propose RL4Seg, a novel DA framework orthogonal to all
previous works. The framework uses RL to bridge the gap between source and
target domains and ensure high rates of anatomical validity of the target seg-
mentations on a large dataset of 10,000 unannotated images. Taking inspiration
from ChatGPT’s protocol in learning how to output text aligned with human
preferences, our model learns to output segmentations aligned with anatomi-
cal validity metrics, eliminating the need for expert interaction and annotations
thus making the method self-supervised. In addition to image segmentation, our
framework optimizes an error prediction network which is shown to be compet-
itive with standalone state-of-the-art uncertainty methods5.

2 Method

Considering a target dataset DT = {x(1)T ... x
(n)
T } containing only images and a

fully annotated source datasetDS = {(x(1)S , y
(1)
S )...(x

(m)
S , y

(m)
S )}, our method uses

RL to optimize a neural network for segmenting images from a target domain. We
illustrate the efficiency of our method on 2D echocardiographic images, one of the
most challenging modalities for segmentation. Please note that our framework
is generic and can fit other modalities and applications.

2.1 Reinforcement Learning

In the typical RL context, problems are posed as trajectories of states and actions
following a Markov Decision Process [22]. At each time step t in the trajectory,
a reward r(st, at) is obtained for the action at taken by a policy π at the current
state st and a new state st+1 is reached. The policy is optimized with regards
to the reward in order to maximize expected returns along a trajectory.

5
Code is available at https://github.com/arnaudjudge/RL4Seg
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Fig. 1. RL4Seg, divided in three sections: [left] the reward dataset creation, [mid] the
reward network training, and [right] the fine-tuning of the policy.

In the RL formalism, the value function V π corresponds to the expected
total reward the current policy π shall cumulate from state st until the end of
the trajectory. It considers all possible actions that could be taken at state st
by π, and can be expressed through Bellman’s value function:

V π(st) = E
at∼π(·|st)

st+1∼P (·|st,at)

[r(st, at) + γV π(st+1)], (1)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] lowers the reward of actions further in time. Another key element
is the Q function, which represents the total current and future reward for taking
action at at state st, considering the current policy π. Bellman’s equation for
this function is the expectation under state transition probabilities of the current
reward, plus the discounted Q values for all subsequent state-action pairs:

Qπ(st, at) = E
st+1∼P (·|st,at)

[r(st, at) + γQπ(st+1, at+1)]. (2)

Finally, an advantage function is defined as: A(st, at) = Qπ(st, at)− V π(st).
It describes the quality of the action taken given all possible actions the policy
could take at that state, assuming the same policy dictates all future actions.

2.2 Segmentation RL

Through the lens of RL, the image segmentation problem involves trajectories
of length one. The state (s = s0) is the input image, while the action (a = a0)
corresponds to the predicted output of a segmentation model, i.e. the policy π.
The reward r(s, a) is the pixel-wise accuracy of the segmentation map a (the
action) of a given image s (the state).
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The Policy πθ : RH×W→[0, 1]K×H×W is a neural network (U-Net) with parame-
ters θ that outputs an action a (segmentation) given an input state s (image). K
is the number of classes, and H ×W is the image size. πθ outputs a probability
distribution over all possible actions (segmentations) via a Softmax function.
This distribution is categorical over each pixel. During training, the actions are
sampled from this distribution to explore the action space.

The Reward rψ : R2×H×W→ [0, 1]H×W is a second neural network (U-Net)
with parameters ψ that estimates the reward for a given state s and action a
(an image/segmentation pair). The reward is a pixel-wise error map of the given
segmentation a. rψ has a Sigmoid output activation function. It is trained on the
reward dataset Dr (Sec. 2.3), with a binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss function.

The Q, Value and Advantage Functions: in this single timestep context, the
Q and value functions do not contain any future state-action pairs and state
transition probabilities: V π(s) = E

a∼π(·|s)
[r(s, a)], and Qπ(s, a) = r(s, a). The Q

function approximates the reward exactly while the value function approximates
the expected reward at state s under the current policy. The advantage becomes
A(s, a) = r(s, a)−V π(s), which estimates the quality of the segmentation action
a compared to the average segmentation action the policy can take.

The Value operator V πϕ : RH×W → [0, 1]H×W is a third neural network (U-Net)
with parameters ϕ that approximates the value function. Its input is the state s
(the image), and its output is the anticipated reward map given the policy πθ.
It has a Sigmoid output activation function, as the possible rewards are in [0, 1].

Given the Reward and the Value networks rψ and V πϕ , the advantage is
computed by subtracting their predictions : A(s, a) = rψ − V πϕ .

2.3 RL4Seg

In the spirit of ChatGPT, our RL framework consists of three steps (Fig 1):

0. (Initialization) Before starting the RL loop, the segmentation neural network
πREFθ is pre-trained on the fully annotated source dataset DS . πREFθ will
stand as the first version of the target policy πθ.

1. The policy πθ first segments a subset of N images from the unannotated tar-
get dataset DT . Following a procedure described below, these segmentation
maps are then post-processed and stored in a reward dataset Dr.

2. The reward network rψ(s, a) is trained on the reward dataset Dr to predict
the error map e of a segmentation mask a associated to an image s.

3. A copy of the policy is stored in πoldθ . Then, πθ and V πϕ are optimized with
the newly trained reward model rψ and the target dataset DT using the PPO
RL algorithm (see below).

Steps 1 to 3 are repeated, each time with new samples from the unannotated
target data to improve the policy πθ and the reward network rψ. This goes on
until every image of the target dataset DT has been segmented.
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Reward Dataset Dr It consists of pairs of images and segmentation masks
(si, ai) as well as their corresponding error map ei. Dr is used to train the reward
network rψ, which aims to predict ei given (si, ai).

First empty, Dr is populated during step 1 of the RL procedure. At each
iteration, the policy πθ segments a subset of N images from the target dataset,
resulting in correct segmentation maps for some images and incorrect segmenta-
tions for others. Since these images are unannotated, the anatomical validity of
the segmentation maps is determined based on prior knowledge about the seg-
mented organ. In our case, we assess the validity of the segmentation maps with
10 cardiac anatomical metrics inspired by [16] (cf. Supplementary Material).

Each segmentation map ai containing an anatomical error is post-processed
with a dedicated warping system [15]. This system implements a variational au-
toencoder (VAE) that warps an anatomically invalid shape towards its closest
valid shape (see [15] for more details). The post-processed mask âi, its associ-
ated image si, the invalid mask ai and the pixel-wise difference ei between the
corrected and invalid masks are then stored in the reward dataset Dr.

As for the anatomically valid segmentation maps ai, many pairs of valid and
invalid segmentations are created and added to Dr, using different perturbations
independently applied to the policy weights θ, the input image, and segmenta-
tions, aiming to simulate possible errors that a policy πθ could produce.

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) Optimization of the policy πθ is done
according to the actor-critic style PPO algorithm [18]. In this paper, a two-term
loss function is used : LPPO = LCLIP + αLH .

LCLIP (θ) = Eθ[min(ρ(θ)A, clip(ρ(θ), 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ)A)] is the clipped surrogate
loss of the advantage function A pursuing two objectives. First, with the ratio

ρ(θ) = πθ(a|s)
πold
θ (a|s)

6, it favors an increase of the output probability of the policy

πθ compared to the old policy πoldθ for high-reward segmentations and decreases
probabilities for low-reward segmentations. Second, clipping ρ(θ) between [1 −
ϵ, 1+ϵ] ensures that the policy updates remain reasonably small (we use ϵ = 0.2),
whereas the min operator allows for larger optimization steps in the direction of
higher advantage when a previous update has led the policy to output actions
with a worse outcome. The second loss term is LH = −

∑
πθ log(πθ), an entropy

penalty on the policy’s output distribution to ensure sufficient exploration.
The reward r(s, a) used to calculate the advantage is obtained with the re-

ward network rψ and a logarithmic penalty term to prevent the current policy
πθ from diverging from the reference πREFθ (the policy trained on DS):

r(s, a) = rψ(s, a)− β(logπθ(a|s)− logπREFθ (a|s)). (3)

where β = 0.05 in our experiments. When creating the reward dataset Dr,
the anatomically valid actions ai are kept as gold standards for PPO. They are
substituted into PPO in place of the actions taken by the policy, and their reward
is set to 1 (maximum value) for all pixels. Thus, the PPO algorithm increases
the probabilities that the policy will output such a segmentation map.

6
πθ(a|s) represents the probability of taking action a given state s, under the policy πθ
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Table 1. Results on the target data (average ± std. over 3 seeds) vs. the source dataset
intra-expert variability. See Supplementary Material for an ablation study.

Method
Dice (%) ↑ Hausdorff (mm) ↓ Anatomical

Validity (%)
↑

ENDO EPI Avg. ENDO EPI Avg.

DS intra-expert var. 94.4 95.4 94.9 4.3 5.0 4.6 100

Baseline (U-Net) 89.9±0.2 93.7±0.4 91.8±0.2 7.0±0.5 9.4±1.0 8.2±0.7 91.5±1.4

nnU-Net 91.0±0.1 94.6±0.0 92.8±0.0 6.3±0.2 7.8±0.4 7.1±0.3 95.0±0.7

UDAS [19] 90.7±0.3 93.7±0.1 92.2±0.2 6.7±0.3 8.0±0.5 7.3±0.4 95.9±1.0

TS-IT [3] 90.5±0.1 93.6±0.2 92.0±0.2 6.1±0.1 8.2±0.4 7.1±0.2 NA7

RL4Seg (ours) 91.9±0.1 94.7±0.1 93.3±0.0 4.9±0.1 5.6±0.1 5.3±0.1 98.9±0.8

Uncertainty Estimation Once trained, the reward network rψ can serve as
an uncertainty estimator by computing the complement to one of its output.
In this way, high error probability areas have high uncertainty and vice-versa.
For rψ to output calibrated uncertainty maps, temperature scaling [5] is applied
during inference, using a scaling factor calculated with the validation set.

3 Experiments

Source Dataset: 500 echocardiography images (CAMUS dataset [11]) at end-
diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES), in two- and four-chamber views, with left
ventricle endocardium (ENDO) and epicardium (EPI) annotated by a cardiolo-
gist. The dataset was split into train-validation-test sets of 450-50-50 subjects.
Target Dataset: 10,000 unlabeled echocardiography images (at ED and ES) in
two- and four-chamber views, from a heterogeneous private database, from var-
ious scanners and locations. A subgroup of 220 subjects were annotated and
manually validated by two experts to be used as the test set for all experiments.
Pre-processing and Post-processing: All images in source and target datasets
underwent identical preprocessing to bring the domains as close as possible. Im-
ages’ contrast was increased locally through histogram equalization using scikit-
image’s exposure package [23]. All output segmentations were post-processed to
remove any disconnected regions.
Model Configuration: We used a U-Net with 7.8M parameters for all models and
SOTA implementations (except nnU-Net). For 4 iterations (N = 2500 target
images) of our framework, training time was 5 hours with a NVIDIA 3090 GPU.

Segmentation performance We compared our framework (Tab. 1) with two
segmentation methods: a U-Net and the nnU-Net[8], and two DA methods:
Self-Training of Early Features (UDAS)[19] and Transformation-Invariant Self-
Training (TS-IT)[3]. UDAS trains the earliest layers of the network with pseudo-
labels and a second segmentation head. As for TS-IT, it uses confidence masked
pseudo-labels. All models were tested on the same expert-validated test set from
the target dataset. Metrics are Dice, Hausdorff distance and anatomical validity.

7
As the classes are segmented separately, anatomical validity cannot be computed reliably.
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Fig. 2. Results for input images that the baseline was unable to segment correctly.

All DA methods improve the segmentation results compared to simple su-
pervised learning on the source domain (baseline). Our method, however, stands
out with higher Dice scores, lower Hausdorff distances and notably, a higher
rate of anatomical validity. Looking specifically at the Hausdorff distance, our
method achieves substantially lower scores. This reflects the fact that the output
segmentations have smoother borders with less variability. Errors are smaller in
cases where the segmentation may be inaccurate. Also, holes and protrusions are
almost nonexistent, which is reflected in the anatomical validity scores.

Representative segmentation results from the different methods are presented
in Fig. 2. Selected images were poorly segmented by the baseline model, therefore
examples show the improvement provided by these methods. This confirms the
observations from Tab. 1. SOTAmethods’ overall coverage of the valid segmented
areas is greater than the baseline, but anatomical inconsistencies remain. RL4Seg
conserves anatomically valid shapes while improving segmentation quality.

While nnU-Net is also trained exclusively on the source domain, its usage of
common voxel spacing and patches may help it generalize better [8], thus per-
forming better on the target domain as well. UDAS helps deal with the domain
shifts of high-level features present in the images, but not on possible differences
of underlying structures between domains. The TS-IT method relies on reliable
pixels present in pseudo-labels. Confidence may be underestimated in some re-
gions, leading to holes in the output segmentations. In addition, TS-IT is binary
in nature, so the coherence of the overall mask is lacking, as the left-ventricle
and myocardium segmentation masks were computed separately.

In general, these methods have reasonable performance on the target domain,
but they remain limited by the inconsistencies in the output segmentations.
While sufficient data is available for the model to learn anatomical constraints
implicitly in the source domain, this is not the case for the target domain. Ignor-
ing the underlying nature of the segmented structure leads to many incoherent
segmentations corresponding to images for which the domain shift is the largest.
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Fig. 3. Top: Reliability diagrams and ECE for five uncertainty methods, evaluated on
the entire target test set. The dashed line represents perfect calibration. Middle and
bottom: Examples of error map and corresponding uncertainty map for each method
for segmentations from SOTA models on the target test set.

Our method addresses this issue and provides highly consistent outputs, with
results approaching intra-expert variability from the source dataset.

Uncertainty We compared our reward network with two epistemic uncertainty
methods, Monte-Carlo Dropout (MCDropout) [2] and model ensembling [10], as
well as two aleatoric methods, test-time augmentations (TTA) [24] and pixel-wise
aleatoric uncertainty (PWA) [9]. Results for uncertainty estimation of predictions
on the target domain are presented in Fig. 3. The best calibrated method is our
reward network, with the lowest expected calibration error (ECE) [17]. Also, the
reliability diagrams [13] show that our network is the most consistently calibrated
through the entire range of output probabilities.

Perturbations introduced to both the input images and the model in the
creation of the reward dataset allow our reward network to model both epis-
temic and aleatoric uncertainty, therefore performing better. The reward net-
work stands out especially in cases where large errors occur, as many uncertainty
methods model uncertainty along the border of the segmented structures.

4 Conclusion

We have presented RL4Seg, a novel domain adaptation framework using re-
inforcement learning. It produces both a strong segmentation model, and an
accurate uncertainty estimation network without the need for any annotations
on the target domain, which perform better than the state-of-the-art. In addi-
tion, our method not only limits the number of anatomical inconsistencies in
the segmentations while improving metric scores, but also identifies erroneous
or uncertain regions in the segmentation masks.
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1 Anatomical Metrics

Table S1: Anatomical validity rules for segmentations composed of left ventricle
(LV), myocardium (MYO) and background (BG) classes. Inspired by [1].

Metric Description

Presence of LV There are pixels of class LV.
Presence of MYO There are pixels of class MYO.
LV holes No holes are present in the LV.
MYO holes No holes are present in the MYO.
LV disconnectivity There is only one LV region.
MYO disconnectivity There is only one MYO region.
Holes between LV, MYO There are no holes between regions of LV and MYO.
LV & BG frontier ratio Border length between LV and BG is within thresh-

olds.
MYO thickness Ratio between minimal and maximal thickness of

the MYO is below threshold.
LV width / MYO thickness ratio Relative width of LV and thickness of MYO walls is

between thresholds.

2 Ablation Study

Table S2: Ablation study covering the creation of the reward dataset (Dr): image
transforms (brightness, contrast), weight perturbations (Gaussian noise) and
anatomical correction with VAE.

Image
Transforms

Weight
perturbations

Anatomical
correction

Dice (%) ↑ HD (mm) ↓ Anatomical
Validity (%)

↑

✓ 92.2 6.1 98.6
✓ 91.5 6.8 90.0

✓ 92.1 6.3 94.8
✓ ✓ 93.0 5.8 98.2

✓ ✓ 92.7 6.0 98.4
✓ ✓ 92.1 6.0 98.9
✓ ✓ ✓ 93.3 5.3 98.9
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3 Uncertainty Results

Fig. S1: Additional uncertainty results for SOTA methods and RL4Seg on differ-
ent subjects of the target domain. Segmentations with errors (contour presented
on image) from baseline models.
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